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ABSTRACT: Nowadays Phishing becomes a main area of concem for security researchers because it is not difficulr to
create the fake website which looks so close to legitimate website. Expens can idenrify take websites but not all the
users can identify the fake website and such users become the victim of phishing attack. Main aim of the anacker is to
steal banks account credentials. In United Stales businesses. there is a loss of US$2billion per year because their clients
become victim to Phishing. [3].The general method to detect phishing websires by updating blacklisted URLs, lnternet
Protocol (lP) to the antivirus database which is also known as "blacklisr" method. To evade Blacklisrs attackers uses
creative techniques to fool users by modifying the URL to appear legitimate via obfuscation and many other simple
techniques including: fast-tlux, in which proxies are automatically generated to host the web-page; algorithmic
generation of new URLS: etc.[3]
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I. INTRODL]CTION

Phishing is that the fraudulent plan to obtain sensitive information like usemame, password and credit card details,
oflen malicious purposes, by disguising as a trustworthy entity in an electronic communication U l. Nowadays Phishing
becomes a main area of concern for security resealchers because it is not difncult to create the fake website which
looks so close to legitimate website. Experts can identify fake websites but nol all the users can identify rhe fake
website and such users become rhe victim of phishing attack. Main aim of the attacker is to steal banks account
credentials. [n United States businesses, there is a loss of US$2billion per year because their clients become victim to
phishing. [3] In 3rd Microsofi Computing Safer Index Report released in February 2014, it was estimated lhat annual
worldwide impacl of phishing could be as high as $5 billion. Phishing attacks are becoming successful because lack of
user awareness. Since phishing attack exploits the weaknesses found in users, it is very difficult to mitigate them but it
is very important to enhance phishing detection techniques. [3] In this attack, Phisher makes a fake web page by
copying contents of the legitimate page, so that a user cannot differentiate between phishing and legitimate sites. Social
engineering schemes prey on unwary victims by fooling them into believing they are dealing with a trusted, legitimate
party, such as by using deceprive email addresses and email messages. [] The generat method to detect phishing
websites by updating blacklisted URLS, Internet Protocol (IP) to the antivirus database which is also known as

"blacklist" method. To evade Blacklists attackers uses creative techniques to fool users by modifying the URL to
appear legitimate via obfuscation and many other simple techniques including: fast-flux, in which proxies are

automatically generated to host the web-page: algorithmic generation of new URLs; etc.[3i
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Different kinds of phishing attacks:
It is possible to use machine leaming to understand data and build great data products. The project aims to explore this
area by showing a use-case of detecting phishing websites using machine learning. [3] Machine t earning (ML)
methods, can also be used in application development for information security. Optimization, classification, prediction
and decision suppon system and great benefits can be provided to the person who isrespoosible for information
security. [31
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Abstract
Vision is one of the mosl vital and important senses lhal human beings possess.

Millions ofpeople across the globeface issues related to eyesight and use spectacles
to tacde this issue but the subcategory including those hundreds or thousands who
can'l see al all, lead a dfficult life. What lhey actually need are technologies and
gadgets that can help them traverse with greater speed, comfort, and most

importantly confidence. This project, "Voice Assisted Navigation System for
Visually Impaired" aims to make life less prohlematic and easier for them. The

project includes multiple modules which mainly help in obstacle detection, objecl
identification using Machine Learning, GPS location gathering and sending trigger
mail ofcoordinates and most importantly voice assislance.

Keywords: Object detection, Machine Learning, GPS, Voice Assistance,

Visually Impaired

l. Introduction
Navigation is the art and science of determining the position of a person, plane or

another vehicle and guiding it to a specific destination. A navigation system is a

computing system that aids in navigation. A voice assistant is a digital assistant that

uses voice recognition, language processing algorithms, and voice synthesis to

listen to specific voice commands and return relevant information or perform

specific functions as requested by the user.

According to WHO there are more than 39 million blind people in world who face

a lot ofchallenge in their day-today life to traverse for their needs. It is expected to

surge up to I l5million by 2050.

The proposed system is the innovation that settles the issues looked at by

conventional or existing techniques for the blind people upto some extent using

sensors that are small. lightweight and is more efficient.

o This project helps blind people to run their life in a normal manner. The device can
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detects obstacle that come in their way. This project is mEf efficient than the
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Abstract - Cood heath is one ofthe most important and an
essential aspectofany individual's life. Being healthy andltis
an amazing experience and can improvethe quality oflife ofa
percon considerably. Health is most of the times equqted to
wealth which is a very aptcomparison as having a good health
can hove a myriad range of benefits that are irreplaceable.
The health allows the individual to achieve incredsed
productivily and the peace of mind that is dillicult to achieve
in a compromised hedlth. With the recent pandemic and the
rise in the number of individudls that ore suffering from
various illnesseswhich can be attributed to the lifestyleswhich
have become hectic and highly stressful. This makes the
individuals highly susceptible to infections ond other diseases
which can detrimental to their overall well being. Thereisalso
a high demand for qchieving remote diagnosis which cdn be
helpful for the doctor as well qs the patients. Therefore, the
previous approaches on this topic have analyzed elfectively
implement the para digm of Disease prediction an d suggestion
through the tealization of a medical Chotbot which will be
detailed in the next set ofresearch papers on this paradigm.

Key Wordst Pearson Correlation, k Nearest Neighbors,
Linear Regression, Hidden Markov Model and Decision
Tree.

l.INTRODUCTION

A good health is extremely vital to the overall well
beingandthe improvement in dayto day activities and tasks
that are performed by that individual. Being healthy allows
the person to work at their maximum potential which can
lead to a much satisrying experience. The maintenance of
health is a complex and a conscious endeavorwhich requires
an individual to lead a very healthy lifestyle. But due to the
activities of the modern world, there are a considerable
section ofthe population that do not lead a very healthy life
and have a lifestyle that does not allorv for an effective
maintenance of the health. This has Ied to a considerable
increase in the illnesses and other ailments that could have
been prevented by leading a better lifestyle.

The i esses have been noticed
across the wor ent ofthe cities and the

person's ability to make effective use of certain available
resources to them. Medical management might be
tremendously advantageous in a multitude of areas,
particularly effective technological developments and a

significant rise in living standards of the people. As a
consequence, medical organizations and the bio medicine
industry have been recognized as among the field's biggest
important and important themes. Large-scale innovations
have primarily focused on medical breakthroughs thathave
been shown to be effective in extending and enhancing a

human's life expectancy. This has onlybeen accomplished by
routinely preserving human health and removing extremely
damaging ailments and serious disorders.

The advancements are and have been immensely
valuable in maintaining human health and wellness
potentially fatal disorders. Scientists may now facilitate the
learning and collaborate on countless novel therapies and
other precautionary measures in a relatively short time
thanks to the emergence of the digital service, which has
made significant contributions to this field of study. The
notion that the World Wide Web has aroused an essentially
ubiquitous response from customers, with the maiority of
the public being connected to this global communications
architecture, has broad implications. This link has fostered
increasing involvement amongst individuals since the
internet infrastructure can be used for communicating
effectively. As a response, a number of chatbots and other
digital medical assistance websites have been created to aid
the wider population with their health complications.
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that might impact a

With the massive amount of people suffering from
chronic ailments all over the globe, the medical system is
under mounting pr-essure to provide appropriate healtl care
to this growing population. Medical providers have been put
under a lot of pressure to help these people be diagnosed
and treated as quickly as possible. Physicians are under a
great deal of stress due to their heary schedule, which can
result in a lot of human mistakes and other issues. Add to
that the reality that almost all individuals with physical
challenges are unable to travel hundreds of miles to see their


